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The Primacy of Questions over Answers 

Historical theologians have commonly held that a rather negative connection exists between the two major intellectual movements in the Protestant world of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries – the Reformation and Protestant scholasticism. These scholars have condemned the writings of the Protestant scholastics as an unfortunate survival of medieval traditions that could be safely disregarded, and argued that the true spirit of Protestantism was expressed in the literature of the Reformers. Protestant scholastics were condemned without a hearing and labelled as empty “quibblers,” followers of a dead past who failed to understand the living problems of their new times. Characterized as the return of medieval dialectic and Aristotelian logic to the Protestant classroom, it was, therefore, considered a distortion or perversion of Reformation theology. Many recent works on the history of Protestant theology still repeat the common notion that scholasticism was a relapse into earlier “concept–splitting school philosophy,” giving some of the charges made against scholasticism by the Reformers a much more extreme meaning than they originally had. The scornful way in which Luther and Calvin treated some forms of late medieval scholasticism is thus taken as an overall hermeneutical principle for this approach to discerning theological truth. As a result, too many historians have read the whole period of post-Reformation theology exclusively in light of a modern aversion to scholasticism, and not on its own terms or in light of its own concerns and context.​[1]​ Thus, more than 150 years of the history of Protestant theology were consigned to the museum of historical curiosities that are no longer worth studying, of use only to conservative Protestants who want to legitimize their own dogmatic prejudices.
In this chapter I want to suggest that the antischolasticism of Reformation theology is a later invention and that the assumptions this view makes about Protestant and, especially, Reformed scholasticism have been called into question by recent research. Instead of trying to reduce everything to one issue – Reformation or scholasticism – we should try to develop a sound historical method not influenced by all kinds of prejudices against scholasticism. Problems in historical theology require, first and foremost, historical solutions. Although complete objectivity may be impossible to achieve, it should be the permanent aim and standard of the historian of theology. As Paul Oskar Kristeller observed: “It is easy to praise everything in the past which happens to resemble certain favourite ideas of our own time, or to ridicule and minimize everything that disagrees with them. This method is neither fair nor helpful for an adequate understanding of the past.”​[2]​ 
In a certain way, this new approach to Protestant scholasticism reflects the strategy promoted by Quentin Skinner in his historical study of moral and political theory. Following R.G. Collingwood, Skinner argues that in order to grasp the meaning of historical texts we have to ask “what their authors were doing in writing them.” ​[3]​ Applied to the study of the texts of the Protestant scholastics, Skinner’s method of stressing “the primacy of questions over answers” can be very useful to debunk all kinds of doctrinal mythology surrounding the Protestant scholastic authors. His method implies that our attention should not be devoted primarily to individual authors but to the more general and theological discourse of their times: what issues were they addressing, and to what extent they were accepting or questioning the prevailing assumptions or traditions of theological debate. 
In this essay, my main contention is that we should pay close attention to the argumentative context of the post-Reformation scholastics in order to rediscover their intentions. To put the point in another way: we need to understand why a certain position was taken up if we wish to understand the position itself. As Carl Trueman put it, “Reformed theology is expressed in historical texts, whether confessions, commentaries, catechisms, or systems; and these are historical actions which need to be understood in context, not isolated from that context and treated as self-understanding, autonomous artefacts”.​[4]​




Research on Protestant scholasticism in the last few decades has reached the consensus that, in the past, the term “protestant scholasticism” was insufficiently defined, and that the definitions that were given were often charged with value judgements. In contrast to the older research, which remained confined to a purely dogmatic approach, a strong plea has now been made for a more contextualized approach by arguing that the contrast so often drawn between scholasticism, Reformation, and humanism is outdated. When these phenomena are studied in their context, they turn out to be closely related to each other. 
This development was stimulated especially by new approaches in the study of Reformation history, which pointed to the medieval background of the Reformation. The work of the late H. A. Oberman drew attention to the continuities between the theology of the late Middle Ages and that of the reformers. David Steinmetz and Richard Muller pointed to continuities and discontinuities between the Reformation and Protestant scholasticism.​[5]​ In his research project at Utrecht University Antonie Vos combined systematic, analytical and historical methods for the study of Reformed scholasticism and pointed to the significant impact of the metaphysics of Duns Scotus on Reformed theology.​[6]​ In the writings of all these authors ,, the simplistic oppositions so characteristic of the older research (whether Roman Catholic or Protestant) were subjected to devastating criticism. 
It is, however, no simple matter to give a final definition of the term scholasticism freed from any pejorative connotation. L.M de Rijk made a good attempt at a clear definition of scholasticism in his book on medieval philosophy, in which he consistently interprets scholasticism as no more than a method. According to de Rijk scholasticism should be taken as a collective noun denoting an “approach, which is characterized by the use, in both study and teaching, of a constantly recurring system of concepts, distinctions, proposition analyses, argumentative techniques and disputational methods.”​[7]​ Although de Rijk writes on medieval scholasticism, his definition of scholasticism as a method applies just as well to Reformed (and Lutheran) scholasticism. 
Richard Muller has offered a complementary account of the discussions concerning the place and significance of Reformed scholasticism in the history of theology. In his judgement, the central problem is the question of the continuity or discontinuity between, on the one hand, the Reformation and orthodoxy, and on the other hand, between orthodoxy and the whole tradition of western theology as such.​[8]​ According to Muller, the core of the scholastic method, in every period, consists in the so-called quaestio technique characterized by presenting a thesis or a thematic question, followed by the treatment of objections against the adopted positions (objectiones) and, finally, the formulation of an answer (responsiones). When this structure, or some form of it, is found in a work, in Muller’s judgement one ought to refer to it as scholastic. The definitions presented by de Rijk and Muller are argued or presupposed by an increasing number of 
scholars.​[9]​ 
Furthermore, both de Rijk and Muller have pointed to the fact that medieval and Reformed scholasticism exhibited far greater variety than the earlier research suggested. Against this background, Muller and de Rijk argue that the most adequate and useful definition of scholasticism seems to be the one which takes the term primarily as indicative of a method that supplied the broad argumentative framework within which the doctrines could be developed and which was not bound, in terms of both method and content, to any philosophy, such as Aristotelianism. According to these authors, this definition also guards against the idea that one particular doctrine or concept is necessarily moved to the foreground merely by the use of the scholastic method, such as the doctrine of predestination. 
In sum: the most important of the theses put forward by the new research is that the term “scholasticism” refers primarily to a method, rather than any definite doctrinal content. This insight has resulted in a new approach to the study of Protestant scholasticism. In this chapter I will examine several issues and point to some of their implications. In my own work I have attempted to give concrete shape to this new approach, and to make it fruitful for the study of Protestant scholasticism in general and of Reformed scholasticism in particular.​[10]​

What is Protestant Scholasticism?

Historically, the term “Protestant scholasticism” referred to the period of institutionalisation and codification following the Reformation, which resulted in a theological interpretation of the Reformation within particular, confessionally determined bounds. This theology was taught in the new Protestant academies and universities with the help of the so-called scholastic method. As already noted, the term refers primarily to a method for education and research that was already developed in the medieval period. Therefore, adherents of the new type of research claim that a study of the theology of the Middle Ages, Reformation and Post-Reformation in isolation from one another belies the complexity of the historical and theological relations and connections between these periods. They reject clear breaks and lines of demarcation, and emphasize the continuous development within the history of theology. As in the Middle Ages, so also during the period following the Reformation, it was the method that gave scholasticism a recognizable shape and lent it unity and continuity. In methodological terms this approach means taking leave of the accepted division into clearly demarcated periods: Middle Ages – Reformation – Protestant orthodoxy. For example, the observation that it is no longer possible to study Luther or Calvin without knowledge of the medieval background has by now been established as part of the communis opinio in Reformation studies. 
Although the Reformation was rooted in the question of authority, a question that was answered with the language of sola scriptura (i.e. the priority of Scripture as the ultimate norm of doctrine over and above all other grounds of authority), the phrase sola scriptura should not be taken as a condemnation of tradition as such. As Oberman has observed, the Reformation principle had as its point of departure the late medieval debate on the relation of Scripture to traditionand assumed that tradition was a subordinate norm (norma normata) under the authority of Scripture (norma normans).​[11]​ In this way the Protestant mind respected the use of tradition and allowed for a churchly set of confessions and catechisms as a standard of belief. According to Muller, it is “entirely anachronistic to view the sola scriptura of Luther and his contemporaries as a declaration that all of theology ought to be constructed anew, without any reference to the church's tradition of interpretation.”​[12]​ For the reformers and their Protestant orthodox followers, the point of debate with their Roman Catholic opponents was not the authority of Scripture as such; rather the question was how the scriptural rule functioned in the context of other claims of authority, whether of tradition or churchly magisterium. 
At the same time, this observation raises the question of the reception and use of medieval traditions in post-Reformation theology. Studying this reception history, one is struck by a complex pattern of continuity and discontinuity. In order to explain the motives and intentions of the post-Reformation scholastic authors for adopting scholastic method for doing theology we can point to several external or contextual factors. The most significant of these was the quest for self-definition. After the Reformation, in the period extending roughly from 1565 to 1700, Protestantism faced the crisis of being forced to defend its nascent theology against attacks from highly sophisticated Roman Catholic theologians. This theology, which until the middle of the sixteenth century could be conceived in either scholastic or rhetorical terms, was driven by the Reformation and the Council of Trent (1545-63) into a second period of scholasticism, a current of Catholic theology and philosophy which was dominated by the Spanish and Italian schools. First the Dominicans and later the Jesuits took the lead in this neo-scholastic movement.​[13]​ The Jesuit Cardinal Robert Bellarmine (1542-1621) in particular subjected the views of the Reformation to continuous and incisive criticism.​[14]​ Bellarmine’s offensive was scholastic in nature, so in order to combat him and other Roman Catholic polemical theologians, the Protestant theologians were pressed to use the same scholastic apparatus. And it was in the course of this debate that an increasingly detailed elaboration of the Reformed theological position came into being. By using scholastic tools, Protestant theologians built a theological system that excelled in the precision with which its ideas were formulated. 
The ecclesial and pedagogical context were also important for the rise and development of Reformed scholasticism.. Protestantism was facing the problem of institutionalisation as it passed from its beginnings as a protest movement within the Catholic Church to a self-sufficient ecclesiastical establishment with its own academic, confessional, and dogmatic needs. After the first and second generation of theologians who had played such an important role in the establishment of the Reformed church had passed away, the new generation faced the task of giving expression to the significance of the Reformation in a new ecclesial and academic context. On the one hand, the quest was to find a way of showing forth, in the light of the Christian tradition, the catholicity of Reformed faith. On the other, the confrontation with the theological tradition of the Roman Catholic Church and the beliefs of Arminian and Socinian opponents obliged the Reformed thinkers of the seventeenth century to define their own identity in order to delineate its bounds. In this situation the need for self-definition became urgent. The scholastic method, therefore, provided the most reliable means by which they might define themselves over and against others.​[15]​
Thus it becomes clear why Reformed theologians in developing their theology could draw upon medieval sources. In order to point out and justify their own position within the Catholic tradition, they adopted a set of definitions and divisions of theology derived from the medieval tradition. This apparent regression to pre-Reformation scholasticism, however, was not a simple return to a medieval approach to theology: it was a move forward towards a critical reappropriation of aspects of the Western tradition in order to develop a restatement of the Catholic roots of Reformed thought. Moreover, far from breaking down at the close of the Middle Ages, scholasticism underwent a series of modifications that enabled it to adapt to the renewed Aristotelianism of the Renaissance.​[16]​
Methodologically speaking, this implies at the very least that the scholastic influence on Reformed theology is to be interpreted as a result of the Renaissance revival of scholasticism. The extensive reappropriation of the technical language of medieval and Renaissance scholasticism by Reformed theologians was also helpful in endowing their theological formulations with the precision needed to distinguish themselves from the tenets of Arminianism and Socinianism that confronted the Reformed Orthodox with deviant theologies. The point at issue with these opponents was not simply whether Scripture was the authoritative foundation for theology, but how Scripture was to be interpreted, a point that raised questions about logic and metaphysics, and about how individual passages of Scripture are mutually related. In addition, the increasing methodological, metaphysical, and linguistic sophistication of post-Tridentine Catholic theology (represented theologians such as Bellarmine) required the production of a precise response. At the same time, Reformed scholastics actually appropriated much of established Roman Catholic thought in a positive fashion, as can be seen in their doctrines of the divine attributes and the Trinity.​[17]​ 




One of the fruits of the more recent scholarly reassessment of the development of Reformed scholasticism, is a relativisation of the opposition between scholasticism and humanism. In nineteenth century historiography, humanism and scholasticism were portrayed as diametrically opposed intellectual movements. The classic formulation of this view can be found in Jacob Burckhardt’s Die Kultur der Renaissance in Italien (1860). The rise of humanism, and the process by which it earned its place in the university, is portrayed in this perspective as a brutal conflict.
However, more recent research has shown that the opposition of humanism versus scholasticism was never as sharp as was often thought. Christian oriented humanism was in continuity with medieval scholastic scholarship rather than in opposition to it. Paul Oskar Kristeller argued that the opposition between humanism and scholasticism came to be exaggerated beyond all proportion in light of the later appreciation of humanism. Furthermore, he pointed out that the origin of the humanist movement is not to be sought in the sphere of philosophy and science, but rather in the areas of grammar and rhetoric. The humanists should be understood as continuing the medieval traditions in these areas, adding new impulses from their study of the classics. This influence was important, “but it did not affect the content or substance of the medieval traditions in those sciences.”​[19]​ Moreover, other exponents of the revisionist thesis have pointed out that from accounts of the history of universities in Germany and France around 1500, it would appear that there was hardly any question of a fundamental struggle between scholasticism and humanism. Here one should rather speak of the (more or less) peaceful co-existence of humanism and scholasticism.​[20]​ The two traditions had their locus and centre in two different sectors of learning: humanism in the field of grammar, rhetoric and poetry and to some extent in moral philosophy, scholasticism in the fields of logic and natural philosophy. 
The most recent work on the relations between humanism and scholasticism, however, offers further revision to the revisionist thesis by putting into perspective both the traditional view that emphasizes the antagonism between scholasticism and humanism and the revisionist view that claims that the controversies were mere periods in a long period of peaceful coexistence. According to Erika Rummel the latter view has some validity for the early Renaissance, but during the Reformation period things changed. Nevertheless, the result of the debate was that while humanism successfully reshaped educational institutions and aesthetic values, it failed to coalesce into a coherent epistemology and unified body of teachings. Scholasticism, by contrast experienced a certain renewal under the pressure of humanist criticism. In addition, it could be argued that Renaissance humanists such as Lorenzo Valla, Rudolph Agricola and Melanchthon developed dialectic into a tool of textual analysis and scriptural exegesis​[21]​ and, on the other hand, the scholastics of the Renaissance and their Reformed successors did not remain untouched by the new influence of humanism.​[22]​ They began to make abundant use of the Greek text and the new Latin translations of Aristotle, his ancient commentators, and other Greek thinkers.​[23]​ 
The most important implication of this humanist-scholastic debate for the study of Protestant scholasticism is that we need to expand our bibliography in this area significantly, in order to get rid of the idea that the Renaissance as a field of research has no relation to post-Reformation Protestantism. So far, the influence of recent Renaissance scholarship on the study of the relation between the Reformation and Reformed scholasticism has been negligible.​[24]​

Calvin against the Calvinists? 

A third issue concerns the discovery of diverse trajectories within Reformed theology itself. Here, I will point to the reappraisal of the role of John Calvin in the development of Reformed theology. In previous research the Geneva reformer was used as a benchmark for assessing the work of later theologians. Basil Hall has characterized this approach to Protestant scholasticism as “Calvin against the Calvinists.”​[25]​ A “non-scholastic Calvin” was contrasted with the later “scholastic Calvinists” and comparisons made between the treatment of a particular doctrine by a later scholastic author and Calvin’s treatment of the same topic. Such a procedure is guaranteed to yield the desired result, given the difference in genre and context between the works of Calvin and the scholastic writings of seventeenth century dogmaticians. Moreover, such research concentrates on the influence of a single individual theologian, who is then regarded as decisive for all later developments. By applying the methodology of scholars such as Heiko A. Oberman and David C. Steinmetz to the question of Calvin’s relationship to his successors, the new approach relativizes the status of Calvin within the Reformed tradition. Focusing on issues of exegetical and doctrinal continuity set within the much broader and variegated contexts of the development of Western theology as a whole, the new approach takes account of the complexity and wide variety of (post-Reformation) Reformed theology and its tradition-historical Sitz im Leben. The influential role of Calvin is not denied, but he was one among a number of influential theologians such as Peter Martyr Vermigli, John a Lasco, Martin Bucer, and Heinrich Bullinger. In some respects their thought exerted as much influence on the later Reformed tradition as the theology of Calvin did. 
In addition, some have argued thatthat there was not one, but several trajectories – a whole series of Reformed theologies of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. There are various lines of development within Reformed orthodoxy, such as the Swiss line of Francis Turretin and Heidegger, the French approach represented by the academy of Saumur, the Northern German Reformed line of Bremen or the Herborn Academy, the Franeker theologians in the tradition of William Ames, and the Cocceian or federalist approach which was not identical with the Voetian project in Utrecht. In British Reformed theology John Owen and Richard Baxter can be identified as different types of Reformed teaching..​[26]​
Therefore, it seems more appropriate for the historian of theology to refer to the theologians from this post-Reformation period and the tradition in which they stood and of which Calvin was a part, with the term “Reformed”, rather than with the name “Calvinist” or “Calvinism.” This indicates that we are dealing with a complex movement: the designation of this movement as “Calvinism” is suggestive, rather than illuminating, as it seems to ascribe this movement to one individual.​[27]​ 
Finally, apart from the lack of attention to the diversity within post-Reformation theology itself, the study of the interaction between Reformed scholasticism and post-Tridentine Catholic scholasticism (represented by thinkers such as Bellarmine, Cano, Molina, and Suárez) has also scarcely been addressed. For historians of Reformed theology, this literature is difficult to access and arduous to read, but very helpful in explaining the context in which philosophical and theological problems and doctrines were discussed by the Reformed scholastics. It represents the bulk and kernel of the philosophical and theological thought of the period, but has been badly neglected by most historians of Reformed theology until now. Studies by Eef Dekker and Aza Goudriaan, however, have tried to rectify this deficit by showing that, in methodological terms, these two scholastic traditions – Catholic and Protestant - resemble one another closely.​[28]​

Sources and Semantics
Naturally, the diversity and variety within the Reformed tradition, arising from diverse backgrounds and contexts, raises methodological problems of its own. How were the medieval and contemporary scholastic traditions received and employed in the theological discourse of Reformed thought? At this point a new field of research must be brought to bear on the discussion in order to determine the identity of Protestant scholasticism. For this purpose the following “tools” are required. First, the study of the contemporaneous florilegia of patristic and medieval sources, bibliographies, auction catalogues, “study guides” and descriptions of curricula from the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. They provide a link with the trajectories of theological and philosophical reflection in which Reformed theologians participated. Moreover, they inform us which literature was available, which was read, and which thus helped to forge the linguistic and conceptual worlds within which the Reformed theologians lived and worked.​[29]​ 
Secondly, I want to point to the importance of semantic research. Such research focuses primarily on the origin, meaning and usage of the conceptual apparatus of the scholastic tradition in its context. It relates to the words, concepts, ideas and doctrines by which Reformed theologians carried on their work, and which gave a specific identity to the Reformed confessions and the ecclesiastical communities oriented on them at the time. It is becoming increasingly clear from such research that the study of the semantic fields of terms and concepts employed in a specific theological argumentative context is an essential prerequisite for gaining insight into the intentions of the authors. It enables us to think anew about why they organized their texts in a certain way, why they developed a certain vocabulary and why certain arguments were particularly singled out and emphasized. Posing and answering these preliminary questions help us to understand, why, in general, a certain scholastic text possesses its distinctive identity and shape. Because concepts and their context formed a network of mutual influence, scholarship cannot treat Reformed scholasticism as a discrete entity without paying attention to these textual and contextual factors. To this it may be added that during the sixteenth-century fine printed editions of the theological works of Thomas Aquinas, Gregory of Rimini, Henry of Ghent, Pierre D’ Ailly, and Thomas of Strasburg, among others, became available​[30]​ and were used by the Reformed scholastics as can be seen in the auction catalogues of their libraries.​[31]​ Furthermore, Johannes Altenstaig’s Vocabularius theologiae (1517), reissued in 1619 under the title Lexicon theologicum, became an important sourcebook for the Reformed scholastics that was frequently quoted, as can be seen in the works of John Owen, Francis Turretin, and Gisbert Voetius.​[32]​ It embodied and reflected the conceptual world of all the participants in scholastic discourse at that time.​[33]​ In studying these works and the specific context in which they were used or questioned by the seventeenth-century Reformed authors it is possible to understand why they introduced scholastic concepts into their own theological project. 
	 It will be clear that such a semantic approach requires a much broader conceptualisation of the Protestant scholastic tradition than has hitherto been the case. Moreover, through this “re-sourcing”, insights are developed that problematize the older research at several points. Thus terms like “scholasticism,” “Aristotelianism,” “Thomism,” and “Scotism” can no longer be seen as referring to purely static entities. Unqualified references to these –isms are, historically speaking, inaccurate, because it disregards the contextually determined use of Aristotelian logic or Thomistic and Scotistic tenets during the Renaissance, Reformation and post-Reformation periods. These are historical phenomena with a long tradition-history.
Methodologically, this implies that researchers ought to take their point of departure in the meaning of “Aristotelianism”, “logic”, and “scholasticism” as these are encountered in the scholarly writings of sixteenth and seventeenth century authors themselves. For example, recent research has pointed out that with regard to the reception of Aristotle by Reformed theologians, one should be careful to distinguish between formal aspects and aspects related to content. Appropriation did occur, but so did antithesis.​[34]​ Aristotle's logic was received from the medieval tradition in a form that was in fact not very Aristotelian, while the Stagirite’s concept of God and his views on the eternity of the world were sharply denounced by Reformed theologians. Therefore, we cannot speak of a recrudescence of “Aristotelianism” without any qualification in Reformed theology; rather, we have to examine the modifications of this philosophical tradition in the context of the Reformed debates. This procedure makes clear that only nominally Aristotelian themes had been wedded to the explanation of major doctrinal points of the Reformed tradition.​[35]​ If Aristotelianism is used in order to describe the identity of seventeenth-century Reformed theology, we should be aware of the fact that it is an exceedingly problematic concept. It should be avoided rather than used in an unspecified manner.
Finally, in order to recover the intentions of the Reformed scholastics and what they were doing in quoting an authority (the Bible, Aristotle, Augustine, Aquinas, Scotus) it should be noted that this was not to claim that the text quoted was to be followed without reasoning. Nor was it only an ornament in one’s own discourse. Rather the Reformed scholastics cited a text when they considered it to be intrinsically important because of its truth. Such a text did not function “historically” (a notion absent in pre-modern times), but it was interpreted according to one’s own frame of thought. The Reformed theologians did not read their sources of Scripture and tradition in a (modern) historical sense, but as ‘authorities of truth’. Neither were conceived historically, but systematically as a self-evident entity, embodied in texts laden with truth. It would be a mistake, therefore, for us to read the pre-modern perception of these authoritative texts “historically” in a modern sense. Very illuminating in this respect is Quentin Skinner’s comment that seventeenth-century scholars exhibited almost no interest in reconstructing the historical context of the texts they were studying: “On the contrary, they approach them as if they are contemporary documents with an almost wholly unproblematic relevance to their own circumstances.”​[36]​ It is, therefore, on historical grounds that we need to make a sharp distinction between the modern idea of history and historical foundation, and the pre-modern concept of it, as evidenced in Reformed scholasticism.​[37]​

Intellectual History versus Social History?

One final issue in the new approach to Protestant (Reformed and Lutheran) scholasticism relates to the institutionalization of the Reformation in the century immediately following it. As already noted, it was an important factor in the development of Protestant scholastic orthodoxy. Social historians such as Heinz Schilling have used the term “confessionalization” to describe the social and political process that occurred during the second half of the sixteenth century, when Protestant religion increasingly began to impose norms and life patterns on everyday and social life.​[38]​ This “confessionalization” by which both Lutheran and Reformed communities defined themselves by explicit and extensive doctrinal formulations, represented the inevitable outcome of a quest for a theological self-definition. But these doctrines cannot be studied at the cost of reducing them to social, economic, or political epiphenomena. To be sure, social historians must be credited with the insight that abstraction of the social, economic, or political context cannot do full justice to the origin and development of Protestant orthodoxy, including its academic dimension in the form of scholastic theologizing.​[39]​
In methodological terms this does not mean that I am pleading for intellectual history to be swallowed up by social history. My point is that theological views from the past cannot be obtained in isolation, while at the same time I insist that religious views and theological concepts cannot be reduced to the epiphenomena of political and social power relations hiding under a religious or theological cloak. My ideal is that a fruitful dialogue should emerge between students of the history of theology and practitioners of social history. The remaining fences between the two disciplines need to be torn down, both by recognizing the social context of religious ideas, and by recognizing the role of religious ideas in shaping social developments. Historical changes do not occur in the manner of geological shifts, but are brought about by thinking and acting subjects: ”Ideas have legs.” Although I do not believe that history is moved by minds alone, I do believe that preoccupations with material factors and subverbal behavior have obscured the force and relevance of thought and discourse in the complex process of history. 
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